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There has always been a strong Nyoongar presence in Beeloo, now generally 

known as Perth CBD. For thousands of years this area was a place for our people to 

trade, meet, celebrate and share food and stories. 

The commercial heart of Perth is not a new creation. The activities that take place 

in the central city today are fundamentally no different to what’s always occurred in 

the CBD. The settlers selected the same site for commercial activities as the original 

people. 

The built form we now navigate through in the city is simply a continuation of 

historic activities and traditions but one that has been modernised and magnified 

hundreds of times. 

Nyoongar trading places in and around the city centre were the focus of much 

activity and energy throughout the year. 

Many of those places still play significant roles in the life of the city, even though 

they are vastly changed from their original state. 

For example, the new Yagan Square was the site of swamps significant to our 

people as sources of food and places to gather. Within the square, the activities will 

essentially repeat what took place on that site for thousands of years. 

During winter the swamps were full of water, in summer they could be bone dry. 

This gave us access to the paperbark required for building in Beeloo. 

Other commercial activities took place closer to the river, such as trading artefacts. 

Ochres were mined and traded in Gooninup, the river area in Mounts Bay Road 

where the old shoreline now sits below reclaimed land. 



Through these locations, the Nyoongar presence in the city has never really waned. 

It has always continued just below the level of the modern buildings, even though 

there have been attempts since settlement through regulation to physically stop our 

people from entering central Perth. 

Today is today, you can’t directly compare one period in time with another. 

However, the Nyoongar people in the past were doing the same as any people in the 

city today. 

We had people with skills who knew how to apply them to their work, whether it 

was making a musical instrument or hunting. Those people were assets to our 

community. Every Nyoongar had a place and contributed to society. 

The early recordings of interactions between settlers and our people show the 

sophistication of Nyoongars at settlement. Early settler diaries document our 

industries at the time, such as trading, fishing and hunting. 

There’s little direct evidence left of Nyoongar activity in Beeloo because our people 

were probably the most eco-friendly group anywhere — we left no trace. Unlike the 

modern city, we did not require buildings to gather and the goods we traded were taken 

away. There was no equivalent of rubbish dumps. 

There is no direct way to bring our original history back into the CBD short of 

recreating the original environment to create the same sense of the place. You’d have 

to strip lots of things away and allow kangaroos to roam the city. It’s not going to 

happen and we want to move forward. 

References to our people can be integrated into the modern city. Things like 

statues, signs, symbols and place names have an important role to play in 

acknowledging the past but they are not the same as the original Nyoongar history. 

Instead, we should focus on understanding the things that remain. 

One of Perth’s greatest assets is Kings Park (or Kaartakoomba) because the bush 

and energy of the place are still mostly there. Because much of Kings Park was saved 

in its natural form, it’s still possible to get a good sense of what Nyoongar Perth was 

like pre-settlement and it is just a short bus ride from the city. 

That’s a pretty unique engagement with history that you can’t get anywhere else in 

the world. I believe our iconic natural places such as Kings Park and the Swan River 

still clearly reflect what our people treasured and how we lived. 

Though the Perth CBD has continued to develop rapidly as a commercial centre 

since pre-settlement, the main problem for our people is that we have been effectively 

excluded from that progress, particularly from fully entering the city’s economic 

activity. 

It’s only recently that a lot of Nyoongar people began entering the city’s economy 

and starting to make an impact. 



This is very important because it takes us back to what we did pre-settlement; 

when we actually sustained ourselves before an era of government dependency stifled 

our growth as individuals and as a people. 

Exclusion isn’t a challenge that has been confined to Aboriginals. Many other 

migrant groups have come to Perth and initially found themselves as outsiders with all 

the challenges of being accepted into West Australian society from the fringes. 

However, the big difference between them and us is that most migrant groups 

were eventually able to enter the economy and establish themselves as business 

owners with the little shops and services that make and grow a city. If you are a part of 

the development of a city, then you can grow and thrive with it while maintaining your 

links to your past and your culture. If you can’t enter the mainstream economy at all, 

then you lose all the opportunities. 

When we start to name city spaces such as Yagan Square, we start to recognise 

Nyoongar history. When we start to get sculptures from Nyoongar people, like in the 

new Kings Square, then we create iconic and positive symbols. 

However, it is economic engagement that is critical to maintaining our people’s 

connection and contribution to Beeloo. The best way to recognise past Nyoongar 

activity in Perth city is by ensuring our people are involved in the modern version of 

those activities — trading, building and telling stories. 

Visual symbols through art and culture in the city are important. Face-to-face 

interaction in shops, in offices and on the street during the course of normal business 

life is even more significant. 

I believe having Nyoongars enter the economy as people with valuable skills and 

assets, who are able to make a real contribution, is something that Perth is just starting 

to notice and appreciate. 

There is knowledge and a way of doing things in the Nyoongar community that 

may have been there for thousands of years but is still relevant and adds richness and 

diversity. 

Acceptance of our existence as a people and our co-existence in Perth is critical 

from pre-settlement to now. 

Whether Nyoongar people are participating in business, arts, sports or 

government, it is about being involved and visible that will be our greatest link with 

our rich history in Perth. 
 


